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The poems in The 3or.,~ of the "an '..'hose Tou,:h represent a kind of 
spiritual autobiography of the years 1970 to 1973.    They represent a 
gradual awakening of a poetic  consciousness,  along with the increas- 
ing arrogance it takes to define onoself as poet.     This arrogance,   in 
imagining that the events of any individual's life could possibly have 
enough significance or meaning to be used in a poetic way,  will not, 
I devoutly hope,   interfere in the appreciation of the poems as works 
of art,   since I cannot conceive of any other foundation on which to 
build a poetry that requires as much fidelity as possible  to what 
really happened* 
This is a roundabout './ay of saying.   I suppose,   that my  poetry is 
in very largo measure concerned with the nature of reality/fal  , 
whatever and how that affects man. or at least this man.    I have net 
yet cone to any conclusions on the subject.     Vty   thesis is merely an 
attempt to define  the problem,   or,   even less,   to become aware that 
thece is a problem. 
This problem is  of a continuing nature and resists the artificial 
limitations imposed by individual poems,  or individual books.    This is 
the reason for my fondness,   contrary to many extablished dictums of 
poetic procedure,   for long poera3,   longer poem cycles,  and  longer still 
books,  and the only reasons that my thesis begins and ends whore it 
does are that 1) before 1970 I produced no poetry worthy of reprinting, 
and 2) in  1973 ^ received my B.A.   degree,  which provided me with a con- 
venient cut-off point  (involving a complete change of environment and 
life-expectations).    And, now that I've provided enough ammunition for 
every critic from here to Aunt.-alia to take pot-shota at my poetic me- 
thod,  I will subside into an uneasy iiilonce,  leavened by,  I hope, occa- 
sional glimpses of meroy. 
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A2TD 'iTAA P0\!7,R 
one? again descends, 
regular as clockwork,  dependable.     The 
pencil scratches out its meager living 
quickly,   quickly,  before the aura goes. 
I don't understand what calls it, why 
it chooses me,  punctually.     And I 
stand Eunazed as the words take their 
slow form,   their difficult substance. 
That's me written there.     Yet it'3 not- 
I did not will such an invasion, 
brutal and horribly accurate;   austere, 
stern, unforgiving.    I did not want my 
soul  exposed naked for the world to 
laugh at.     And the pencil moves on .   . 
w TO HIS COY MISTRESS* 
fei 
WKBH YOU ST-ELEJ) 
"He f^DCTPJiacU HMKorQTf 
'i'cwoKo rpoiJy OftHOMy . 
Alcxandr Pushkin 
I sit here 
Gazing out ny window 
As the .autumn sun flashes off the 
Brown and red and golden leaves 
That slide by. 
Trees lean into the cold breeze 
Giving vx> their 
Red 3rd brown and golden coats 
In preparation for winter. 
I an reminded of jack o*   lanterns 
Leering out of witches* windows 
On Halloween,   as the children, 
Like little squirrels storing nuts, 
Go trick-or-treating 
In the brisk wind that 
Sometimes tickles their noses 
With golden and brown and red leaves. 
I recall a black cat I once knew; 
She crossed one path too many 
And was run over 
Pour years ago,   cone October. 
The grass is a greenish brown, 
What can be seen of it beneath the 
Dead leaves.     "Prom somewhere, 
The aromatic incense of someone's burning 
Pills the air. 
And that year 
At our school's yearly autumn ball 
We were "Lost In Space." 
I remember particularly 
The glowing little green man 
With the awful smile, 
Which you covered with your own 
And made beautiful, 
And we stood there, 
Hot quite knowing what to say or do; 
Then the band started 
And \."2 went over bo get some punch. 
A week later, we watched together 
Th.:   Jl-i.'ry of Anno Frank,   trying to ignore 
The eventual Auschwitz, 
Three years ago,  come October. 
A swarm of birda wheels over, 
A brown cloud with no rain in it, 
Except  for the brown bodies themselves. 
And with hunting season nearing, 
Some will fall— 
Remember the homecoming game 
We attended, 
How cold it was, 
How I finally mastered courage enough 
To put my arm around you, 
For what good it did  ... 
We  .ion the game,  9 to 6, 
But I don't remember 
Who we played.     And after the 
Traditional Homecoming Dance, 
We went to your house 
FOT popcorn and Cokes, partying 
Till one in the morning, 
Even though you had to work at eight— 
And at your door, you smiled, 
And I got  lost  in your eyes and your arms. 
The next weekend 
-X: father wont deer—hunting, 
Brought home a doe 
To bleed dry on the garage floor, 
Two years ago.  cone October. 
The first frost oame today, 
Freezing red and white and yellow flowers 
Brown.     Girls*   coats 
Are getting thicker and heavier; 
Winter in tho air. 
I ponder over our last days 
And their mystery,  though all 
'./ho play at  love 
Say goodbye  sooner or later- 
Hoping it will be later .   .   . 
As we parted,  not really knowing why, 
I left  some of me—you,  too,  I suspect— 
A sacrifice to the God of Possibilities. 
I've been away;  it's all 
Grown rather dim. 
Except your smile*    And while you sreile, 
I forgot the autumn here,  the winter coming, 
Ar.d the cold that freezes all,  that cones for the 
Flowers and the loaves and the birds 
And for you will oorae too early ... 
One year ago,  come  October. 
You always did want to be in the paper: 
"A nineteen—year—old coed 
V/'as found dead in her roon 
At a campus women's residence hall 
3arly today.     The girl was pronounced 
Dead on arrival at Memorial Hospital, 
A fire department resuscitafcor team 
V.'as called to her room at 7 = 30 a.m. 
The team sought to revive her, 
But firemen said that  she was apparently 
Dead when they arrived. 
She had a medical history of a 
Heart ailment,   according to university officials." 
There's nothing like 
Death in the proper perspective. 
I sit here 
Gazing out ray window 
As the autumn sun flashes off the 
Brown and red and golden leaves 
That slide by. 
To Norene 
October 6,   1970 
EYE 
Opened the door 
And set the brown 
trapped package down 
On my desk    I peeled back 
The paper 
And looked at it curiously 
It just lay there 
was a many- 
faceted    shiny    steel    ball 
muoh like the kind 
nothing   revolving on the ceiling 
in r-.ovie3 
of speakeasies or 
ultra-modern di acotheques 
I held it in riy hand 
Turning it slowly 
Trying not to leave 
Fingerprints      I  stared 
Into each face 
Concentrating 
I-iy head felt sweaty 
an old woman had 
owned it    said that 
each facet had a different 
picture in it but they 
onls1- reflected 
like mirrors 
unless one concentivrted 
Ky face framed a thousand times 
nothdn ; 
still 
nothing 
."•'..■ • • : bac k at ne 
I cone. titrated mo ce 
Focus j ig 
I'y 
Kind 
n n n said each facet 
o o o told a story about 
■•- t the person who owned it 
h h h what his life was 
i i i what it would be 
n n n tales 
g g 
i 
g 
t 
thousands 
As hard as I could 
I threw it against the './all 
Where it bounced off 
Rolled    slowed 
Stopped 
And lay there 
Mocking rae 
'TIS TH3 G3AS0N .   .   . 
cold 
at least two months too late 
nothing, 
a place where the sod's been dug up 
patches of snow scattered 
sun shining 
a wreath on the ground 
with Take pine branches 
no headstone 
no nothing 
just the wreath just the 
Christmas!    I walk along the sunlit streets, 
The snow in small drifts crunching under foot. 
I p»er in windows as I pass that cheat 
The red, yellow, blue, and so on,  lights—put 
On the deep green pine trees with such care—of much 
Of their bright beauty.    Reflected in a wreath 
(Taped on the inside front of a small glass hutch) 
Bound with  string,   I can see  some plaster geese 
In a pond behind and left of me;  the sun, 
A cold bright dot reminding me of an 
Electrio snowflake or a hostile one- 
Eyed god;  a patch of sod some gardener planted 
Just  recently;   some snow ...  I turn,  walk on— 
The night is darkest just before the 
stood there 
said 3o this is 
what it all came to, 
looked, 
went 
'tis the season 
E-ilTATION OF AN BLBGT BY NIKOLAI YAZXKGV 
A cotton wind blows her hair 
(flower stuck behind one ear) 
like a wind—blown apple tree in full bloom-— 
Her grass green eyes'blink; 
her pug nose wrinkles in fun 
(and to hold her colored glasses up); 
her mouth a3 3he speaks becomes a crimson orchid 
deeo and soft 
I sc 
Her hand flies up, 
a bird, 
choosing a blossom from the apple tree. 
And the wind slides down her arm's 
milky way, caresses her elbow,  slyly wrinkled, 
and under, 
pushing her iris-print blouse 
against her soft breast 
like an apple 
I   B • 
Her mocassins beaded with bouquets 
and suns pad across the warm lawn 
feeling the life in their soles. 
Spring legs, long and lean, 
not yet tan; her knee 
smiles, frowns, 
the wind lifts up and 
on her thigh 
a tag of applo-blos3om lace peeps 
out of a rose-hued miniskirt, 
and beckons,   soft, 
my lonely eyes 
10 
A l^i.l'SiD IK D3TI10I? OK 13 BTRTKDAY 
I feel .sood 
like grapes 
or St. Bernards 
or gras3 
or oh.ildren 
playing tag. 
Voices bubble 
in my summer window 
like oreek3 of sound 
or soft breezes 
pushing at ny curtain 
that's drawn back 
to let in the sun. 
I feel ;;ood 
digging ray toes 
in the green, warm carpet 
as I struggle with the 
playful bedclothes 
that won't let me up. 
Brown burlap walls 
(with black and white 
horses dancing on then) 
sit benignly relaxed, 
quiet,   surrounding ne 
in close comfort. 
The birds  sing an almost summer song— 
The church bells over the hill toll the hour 
I feel- 
11 
SELECT33 
S    BETS 
The Gunbather 
Outside ray window,  in the sun which smiles 
On her like roses these warn,  wonderful 
Hear—summer day3,   there lies a girl in aisles 
Of towels and blankets:    radios,  books half-full 
Of inked—in sentences in red and green 
And yellow*     She,   atop her towel, drinks 
The sun:     a lovely blotter,   long and lean 
And brown as ooic.    I stare at her and blink 
Away a useless longing, much too hot 
For mo.     And so she roads her books and marks 
The ur.important sentences, a lot 
Of rubbish!    social science,  field and park 
Administration,  group ecology .   .   . 
I wonder if she'd ever 3tudy rae. 
IV 
T«5y music  stops suddenly;  the tune has died 
of so   • uikncw.i and   fatal illness pecu- 
liar to ethereal sounds.    Uh,  one!    Uh,  two! 
Come on now,  don't leave me here undone,  untied, 
unstrung}   the silence is ghastly.     Suicide 
has been oommitted for loss,    fthal    And do 
I hear the first faint strains returning?    You 
were gone  too lont- I:o the silence—you lied 
to me!     That's not fair!     It's too quiet in here— 
",-  mind is too much with me.     Shadows crawl 
out of the walls and menace no.     I fear 
I shall go quite mad,  i'truth.    Silence, all 
who ever called you golden be damned to hear 
you forever!    Oh,  it had a dying fall .  .  . 
12 
S]      ITIUM! 
by Puodor 'lyutchev 
(translated frora the Russian) 
Be silent, hide yourself, and conceal 
Your feelings and your dreams. 
In the depths of your soul 
Let  them rise and 3et 
Silently,   like stars in the night. 
Admiring,  contemplate then      and be silent. 
How "./ill the heart express itself? 
How will another understand you? 
C;i_n he grasp what you live by? 
55ie spoken thought is a lie; 
Exposed,  you roil your well-springs— 
Drin': of then and be silent. 
Only know how to live within yourself i 
There i3 a whole world in your soul 
Of enchanted, mysterious thoughts; 
tutside din deafens them; 
The light of day disperses then; 
Attend   fco their song and 03 silent. 
13 
■<v> 
14 
TIES SONG 0? TIE HAN WIi03i3 
TOUGH 
to C. II., 
with love, 
and similar 
15 
It deserts rae. 
Juat as i have it up 
.-And primed, 
and ready, 
it leaves. 
I want to sing your praises, 
to tell of dolight and 
the pain that came with it 
and stayed long after 
delight had .^one—but it deserts me. 
16 
"SILENTIUM" 
Written rod on the wall, brick by brick, 
THE T30TB. V."ILL OUT— 
its mortared lines) hear 
the slap of the trowel .   .   . 
The words blur and dissolve, 
wohting the  side of my nose; 
but the feeling slips away 
like a handful of 
sand— 
Ghosts of eyes dancing, 
insorutable,  in each new brick; 
in their compassion, 
mocking their lack of more 
than just compassion. 
And each new brick,  faster, 
repeating the eyes like mirrors 
in red and white, 
repeating in barberpole voice-lines 
that twist like  stool,   faster,  say 
"We don't love you.    We don't 
love you.    We don't lovej we don't" 
Passionless, 
in dead moments of 
oarnelian alabaster— 
numb,  a sphinx who 
knows too much to 
move,   to even lift 
one    tiny 
lid 
eye- 
Shane the mortar, even, straight, 
proud that the white guides the rod so 
) -ocisely 
17 
In blue silence, 
cusic, deep, 
as if nothing mattered: 
JJreaawords in each sequence 
melting one into the other, 
flowing up the 
dark walls of silence: 
"Love is lonely- 
Love is true 
Love is simple 
Love is blue 
Shades of Mauriat 
drifting 
across blue windows 
and blue walls 
in blue rooms, 
then silence* 
13 
toccata 
I'm sitting here 
peeling potatoes for hash and 
I've got the neat ground up, 
;:.ll ready,   and I 
cried over the onions, like 
most people do.    Ooops, 
ny water—pipe needs refilling. 
Can't have hash without hash— 
Ground up hash is Rood for the body and 
hash is good for the soul 
and anyone that can't dig it 
can dig himself a holo— 
I Bing terrible.     Peel your potatoes 
and get on with it. 
Oat them and slice them up 
piece by white piece by 
white and bloody piece— 
I cut ny thumb. 
Look at the blood washing 
in and out and in and 
out.     Hake the hash better 
with a little catsup in it.     And 
what did I do with the onions? 
19 
Stretched, flat, i 
feel wind ripple the sheets, 
as if someone were moving 
closer next to me. 
And as i turn my face to the wind— 
20 
The Cireua 
Yessir, yessirr,  step right up.    See some of the moot surprising 
men you've ever laid eyes on.     Their ways will astound you,  pu-szle you, 
amaze, you.     Step right up,   only 50rf;   the tour starts in one minute, 
(Thin is a recording.)    Yessir, yossirr .   .   . 
Gone inside with ne,   friends, cone inside,     I want to thank you 
all for waiting;   I think you'll  find our little show here well worth 
your tine.     If you'll  stand toward the center,   there,   I believe you'll 
all have the best view.     Thank you.     Several people have asked ma if 
these o-rhibits are supposed to mean anything; rcy answer is no.     All we 
want la your money.    Hoh,  hoh ... yes,  well. 
Our first exhibit is on your right:    a man, but no ordinary nan. 
The largo supply of bricks and mortar toward the back is not just for 
show.     Our friend here uses them to build a wall that surrounds him and 
is Impossible to climb, then tries to climb out.    He never succeeds, so 
we occasionally have to knock it down to feed him (also to prove there 
really is somebody in there).    You all are lucky:    we just knocked the 
wall down last week and he's only gotten about half rebuilt,  so you can 
still nee the top of his head.     In a couple days you won't be able to 
see anything but the wall* 
l!ext cones The Cook.    While we're on the road,  he fixes all our 
meals,  besides sitting here during the day in his exhibit.    Food's not 
bad,  either.     He's also an amateur butcher,   so we get a lot of fresh 
meat.     The last group through got to see him slaughter a calf;  that's 
where the blood on the floor and the marks on the walls come from.    We'd 
21 
give him a little more practice,  except that we don't eat that much. 
There are some fresh steaks for sale, however,  in a booth on your way 
out of the tent in case some of you don't want  to stop at the store on 
the way ho:ae.     Heh,   heh ...  yes, well*     '-"he Cook isn't one of our 
most original exhibits, but if he doesn't get to sit there, he throws 
knives and pots and things and is generally unpleasant;  so we let him 
have his way. 
Moving on,  the next one, in front of you there,  is the actor of 
the bunch.    Natter of fact, we call him the Showman.     He's always pos- 
ing,   lecturing,  waving his arns in the air,  and generally making a fool 
of himself.    The only time he shuts up is when I bring groups like you 
in;   then he crawls off somewhere and sulks because I'm getting all the 
attention.     Y/hat's the giggling going on back—?    Ohh.     Showman,   stop 
sticking yoiix tongue out at me!     How childish!    Folks,   come on,   folks— 
let's go on to the next exhibit. 
On your loft  (Showrr-an,  I'll settle with you later!) is the fourth 
. ember of our little menagerie,   the Toymaker.    He fashions little fig- 
urines with some special process we don't know anything about,  then 
breathes life into them.     They do what he wants them to for a few days, 
but  then they start acting independent and he throws the box they're in 
to the  floor ana stomps all over it.     Really kind of gruesome.     If you 
look closely,  you can see some figurines he's just made,   in the box 
there;   see,  there's an ana wiggling. 
The  fifth exhibit,   farthest to your left,  calls himself for some 
reason that none  of the rest of us can figure out the Five Different 
rands of an Idiot.     That  is, we've figured out the "idiot" part,  we 
Just  don't k»OW about the "five."    I'd keep back from him,  though not 
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because he's dangerous or anything.    No, he giver, away everything ho 
owns to the people './ho puss in front of hie booth.    He's got a color 
TV there someplace that he's been trying to get rid of for a couple 
days;  I'd take it,  bub he won't give it to me.    Anyway, we toll peo- 
ple   to stay back because ho  says he doesn't expect anything in return, 
but when he doesn't get it,   he cries.     Takes hira days to dry out.     Buina 
the whole show* 
And now we coaie to what we regard as our most original exhibit. 
We've even given him the place of honor in the canter of the arena,   as 
you car. see.    We call him The Man Whose Touch Turns Everything To—well, 
you can snell what it turns to.    That's another reason we keep hin in 
the center,  away from everybody else.     We put air-tight glass around 
hira and have the area thoroughly air-conditior.cd,  but you can still get 
a good strong whiff.    We have quite a problem feeding him.    It's lucky 
ho doesn't have  the TCidas Touch instead,   or he would starve;  but I'd 
hate to have to eat what he turns food into.    Hah, heh .  .  . yes,  well* 
I guess that's about it,   folks.     Hope you enjoyed it.     Got your 
500 worth.    If not, well, you pays your money, you takes your chances. 
Coodbye,  folks.     See you again maybe.     'Bye .   .   . 
Step to step slowly move 
Ve all 
the dream notions 
schizophrenic: 
Jjfe all smile 
Ashes to ashes, 
that .T-'-ntla unt-.;jr;in^ 
at— 
dust to dust; 
flake and erucole, 
at the ends of li:>s 
tissue and remnant. 
that is not as much as 
; >thing to do 
ii-i ri^°h as 
hut think f you . . • 
Love to 
24 
The Bridge Gair.e 
"One heart." 
I am disturbed by 
your eyes.     It is  said, 
cye3 are an extension 
of the soul, 
what one foels 
shows there*    I ^ae 
me in your looks 
and I see nothing* 
"Who dealt this mess?    PP.SS." 
Yon,   chair next to nine, 
c;irl softly, 
a bored eye  on your book; 
ray partner, your new friend, 
slices you with a ronarl: 
th;;.b cuts double because he made it; 
and watching you bleed, 
I an moved to a feeling of helplessnese 
"Two diamonds." 
The red knave, 
lance blunted, 
armor rusting, 
a singleton queen, 
vulnerable; 
I  shift,   lean back, 
try to recount my cards— 
"Coree on, bid already!" 
I'm on your side; heh, 
I'm at your 3ide. 
How can I comfort 
and not   ... 
I catch your eye 
with a snile; 
you smile back,  not understanding, 
turn away. 
"•SSio hearts." 
And you sit 
watching the game 
and I sit next  to you 
playing the game 
and nothing reaches 
either of us between us— 
25 
Ity partner looks at mo strangely 
ail I   ^::yr,, 
"Double." 
"Ka* cepjwy bncxaiaTh ceJ»? 
ftpyromy i*-aK rToHsrrt-. Teofl?" 
26 
Fugue 
But mostly J. remember the joy: 
•the 
the 
the 
the 
the 
the 
quiet conversations 
always interrupted 
no matter how long we'd talked) 
intimate revelations 
grown in wonder 
with no particular point, 
bewildered looks 
passed between friends like treasure, 
bejewelled nooks 
and crannies of our minds, 
"accidental" meetings, 
tortured greetings . . . 
I sing of 
the phenomenon of the human spirit 
that fuses colors of 
pain,  pleasure,  depression and delight 
into one white cataclysm. 
And 1 sing of joy— 
the joys in giving: 
each new pound of flesh spent 
freely and without regret; 
the joys in waiting: 
the breathless expectation and the 
Btomaoh-wrenching uncertainties* 
the joys in snail things: 
the look in an eye,  the touch of a hana 
to a shoulder,  the soft brushing of word: 
said to each other with each other, 
the tender,   silent dreams .   .   . 
27 
It dcsert3 me. 
Juut as i have it up 
and prined 
and ready, 
it leaves. 
28 
r^-o 
imvi 
?-9 
OH PERCEPTION 
Prelude 
A pale form against the night 
roaches down to ki33. rae, 
as i in passionate delight 
stretch up,   eyes closed,  to meet her— 
and feel only air. 
Open eyed,   see 
only night-dark sky above, 
star-speckled:     small lights surrounded by 
absence and loss 
and sometimes love. 
Find her again,   far off,  noon-blov/n,  tossed 
on a storm of her own creation; 
waves like mountains push me away. 
I stand,   or try to, 
wave at some subconscious cue 
an inconprehensible spell 
to hold her. I oven tell 
the wind i love her, as i awake . . . 
21 st 
Gentle lap, 
Ian, 
as sunlit water washes the last enow 
from the bank3 near the footbridge. 
January,  yet almost spring— 
And her eyes behind the water, 
in the water; 
i lean against the bridge railing, 
close ny eyes, 
feel the wind that has no winter in it, 
break off,   smiling, 
turn,   continue across the water, 
seeing bright clothes 
and molting snow, 
and every passing face, 
every wave. 
50 
2 2nd 
Her cat insists on 
attacking ny finger 
and his eyes gob bigger 
when i move. 
Hers are red— 
she says she ought to take her contacts out, 
"or maybe it was skiing} 
I night have sunburnt then. 
Kitty!    Get out of ny sandwich1 
Did I tell you I 
want to Washington?" 
"I'm glad;   i didn't know 
anyone going," political activism 
being quite beyond mo— 
Silence,  then she: 
"Let's watch TV,   okay?    Paul Lynde's on." 
And feel a thousand questions, 
most of all, what is it that keeps me here; 
see hsr 30ft,   dreamed on profile; 
she hardens a little as she 
becomes a woman— 
"Should i leave?" 
She smiles.    "Oh, no.    I'm not doing anything.'1 
"You persuaded rue." 
The cat between us drons down off the couch, 
stretches,  curls, 
and sleeps on the  floor. 
Between commercials,  1 
"*ve always known what i wanted to do, 
like,  i've always wanted to write, 
just never how to go about it." 
"You are very lucky.    All I've known is 
what I didn't want."    And later, once more, 
"  .   .   .  n'  i've always known 
i wanted to marry."    Horror that it's 
come to thi3.     She smiles another smile, 
this time sadly, 
and says nothing. 
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50th: Poets' Corner 
Smoke rises through the nets 
hung from the ceiling 
and hovers near a crack; 
the old house tokes quietly 
and adds one more mellow 
moment to its grand collection— 
She brought the beer 
and sat to talk with U3, 
though mostly with him; 
the beer was golden, 
then brown, 
then golden, as she came and went, 
and semi-sober love 
almost poured forth;  the foam 
was thick and rich, 
as my friend confided 
that he put his hand 
through a glass fire-extinguisher cover 
for'her and me; 
and i  felt no pain but his 
and hera was forgotten 
in the foam 
till she brought the next round. 
Neta to fish 
the frozen side/all: puddles 
(January is a month of changes) 
huddled in footprint shapes. 
Someone speaks of the essence of poe-ry, 
someone of the meaning of poetry, 
as the  smoke— 
Breaths like wisp3 haunt my nose, 
as  L sense the Quickening spirit and wal 
the cold air soaking through my coat; 
i  don't  feel it, 
wrapped in her warm thoughts— 
so wrapped that i miss her street, 
and each returning block 
builds me higher,  until 
a precipice  lurks behind her door. 
k faster, 
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CATHARSIS 
That*3 twice, now. 
A gentle sadness stays; 
comforts the gentle hurt. 
The gentle hurt 
like the 30ft spot 
on a baby's head, 
Ilka a tooth gone from 
its expected place, 
like an old scar. 
T saw you today. 
Without thinking of the 
imj Lications,  you 
called to me.    And i, 
without thinking, ran 
away.     And later, 
bhinking,   i looked for .you, 
but you,  thinking, 
had gone. 
I am puzzled by actions— 
the on -•.: that have the greatest 
signj " sance to the actor, 
yet mean loss than nothing to 
bh   acted upon:    motiveless— 
s ais .. sss—absurd: 
I saw someone sitting on 
a wall,  dangling his feet 
over the  side.     As i  passed, 
he laughed at :...',  so  :. 
ran over to the wall and 
pushed him off. 
The same night,  i war. 
walking along slowly,   dreaming, 
when round the corner ahead 
came a boy and girl and i 
ran u;> to them,  screaming 
"LUCKY!" "Lucky!"  "luck- 
Floating, dipping a God-like 
finger  In every pie I can 
find;  innocent, malevolent, immaterial- 
one-one—one—Clik. 
Run  bhat one by again, 
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Frod.    We missed the print-out. 
'::h ) plane in Spain fills mainly 
in the reign of King Francisco 
Franco,   the First,   193<;-1972— 
What?     I don't understand. 
It's not making sense .  .  . 
All we're getting is garbage. 
Thou must bs patient;  we caraa crying hither. 
Thou knov;'st,   the  first time that we 3raell the air 
We wawl and cry.     I will preach to thee.    Mark. 
Kick it once.     See if thab 
jostles something.    Are you sure 
you have the plug in right? 
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L>        '.  ' . 
I never dreamed living alone 
could be this hard.     1-ly finger 
roaches  for the dial as the phone 
nestles on my shoulder, 
and i  slowly trace out 
a familiar number—then, ashamed, 
hang up before the phone 
can ring. 
I recognise the bitterness, 
i recognize the old frustration; 
lapping up the last libation 
from the dregs of tenderness— 
LVery day i  see the beauty 
of the fall leavea and the girls 
they fall on.     And every day 
there axe some i talk to,  fewer 
i talk with.     And,   then,   every day, 
i  cone home alone, 
somehow cheated,  something missing, 
..... ' iw angry. 
Ch,   the  subtle roundnesses of breast:;, 
'   hts that draw   the eye,   the mini . 
temptations only 1 could find 
yielding,   or unanswered tests. 
tad every weekend,   like a fool, 
i make a pilgrimage to a 
certain window of a certain home, 
store sadly up  .   .   . 
Then walk away, 
hiding ray shamed face by 
staring at the ground 
and pulling up the collar of my jacket. 
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IIOOG 3HAET 
(A Concerto For Moor; and Voices) 
Dedicated to Clotho,  Abt-opos, 
and Lachesis,  whom i have to 
thank for all this——- 
uh,  One,  uh,  Two, uh 
One, Two, Three,  Four 
"Sorry.     V/rong end." 
Turn te tunnn skreeeeoooofff,  tic. 
"Sir,  were you here last night, by any chance?" 
"Ho." „ 
"That's funny.    You look very familiar* — Your seat  .  .   . 
Tun. 
Ho,   no chance,  tonight of all nights—and here.    My luck 
couldn't be that good/bad/indifferent—at the game was 
improbable enough— 
(A song.) 
Oh, does she have a good voice!    (And i thought 
i could catch up on 
GogoJ   bonight) 
Tee,  tu-T.  
i don'b believe— 
3ee—i   don't 
.  id  for those among you who are 1) chess freaks, 
2) musio buffs, and 3) connoisseurs of obscure 
references that become unbearably painful, 
today was: 
A long day's journey Into knight. 
(Aotually wasn't a knight's raove in the 
strictest sense,  but as they say, 
it's close enough; 
(This is twioe,   now) 
Asgard was destroyed today, and from 
all hints,  Odin perished with it.    (£>or. fWJ 
Oh, 
lover 
y> 
and all w 
ctill t.i 11 ill 11 1- 
Ifc hurt3—it hurts to 
see yo-j. there.    Must forget— 
must r.ot look.     The stage,  what's 
"3Q kind to your web—footed 
friends—" 
I oust look. 
What do i so love thee,  that—    i must— 
It's all come back.,   all  of it. 
"You may think that this is 
the end. 
"Well,  it is 
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WAITING FOR THE CALL THAT HEVER C BflSS 
It starts a3 an icing 
of my stomach, 
followed by memories, 
like when, late one winter night, 
E. showed me the computer program 
that wrote poetry 
to the tune of typed—in word. 
But it starts 
as this icing 
and ends with me and the phone, 
waiting', 
waiting, 
suddenly almost to my ear, slammed down, 
cursed. 
Between all that: 
November countryside 
f.i'o:.". the bus window,   snow curling 
its way across the grass and highway; 
as we xsull onto the interstate, 
a certain high—rise dorm r ara 
against the clouds and snow, 
.    :  ae i tarn in my seat to follow it, 
diminishing, i see 
a paintea lady in the seat behind, 
an almost perfect mannekin, 
exo»pt she moves— 
My roommate's endeavors 
at amateur photography, 
with our room as studio; 
his model arrives, 
shakes the snow out of her hair 
and scarf, 
smiles to me with ice-blue eyes 
at hi3 introduction— 
The snow came down in big flakes, lit by the lights 
on the sidewalk, whirled once, again; its slow dance, 
its soft dance brushed the window; i, night-eyed 
and wondering, knelt by the sill, head in hands, 
amazed,  in each snowflake seeing you and 
you ana you and,   on the window, you melting in„o tears- 
When last i saw you, 
no, 
*3 
when last i saw you— 
yellow coat against a grey bridge, 
anowfl Jces melting in your eyelashes— 
you seemed very glad to see me, 
as i hurried by, 
living into the security of a waiting building 
And you know about the phone already. 
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JU3T ONE MORE WAT TO GAY MO 
"Euolid alone looked on beauty bare 
Edna, 3b. Vincent Millay 
Tired,  as it  lifts  its finger 
and fuels GO  sadly,   3adly 
its nose. 
Mathematioa i3 hard, 
and then balling in  the next rooni 
helps not.    It scratches 
its head and flashes 
jester pictures on the wall 
of Woody and Queen Vanessa— 
of its jester, who, 
instead of headless,  goes 
( ■ . itively) 
frco,   being only evicted. 
Hud and festered alley waking, 
sore and sad and wants her, 
tastes hei 
Shtup, shtup,  shtup. 
It in envy 
frowns and tries to 
logically mathematize and figure why 
the o-f-nction. 
Shtup,  shtup .   .   . 
Shuffling Mercaptor 
s?es our  fallen buffoon, 
wipes his nose 
on a grimy sleeve, 
smooths out a stray nystio synbol, 
Bays,  "You want her?" 
And h.is fee  is lost 
in visions of blessing sweet, 
of sweet,   timely ]ovo 
and rirje. 
It looks as!:ance 
at all  the heavy breathing, 
aspirations; 
wonders   ('.Tathenatics 
slipping) at the 
inage of two  onaci:ing protoplasnal 
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lumps• 
Nude Meroaptor and the pentagram, 
his flopping breasts painted, 
iiable-dancing; 
the star-crossed fool,  prone, 
spreadeagled in candlelight: 
she rises, wavers in the dancing, 
ghostly,  wavers in her dancing, 
more solid, as he riss3, 
unbelieving.    She calls him and 
holds him, 
as they first touch— 
A moan ecstatic,  or 
was it two? it hoars 
and sighs and 
math of 1 + 1 is 
all it hears and knows. 
As the jester wakes, 
and wants her, 
is alone, 
tastes her, 
is alone; 
and Mercaptor laughing 
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AliD i'ARTiEi OUT 
The Night Before Christmas 
And as from hi3 pulpit 
our prophet speaks,   i  sit struck 
by a vision, a reminder of longing* 
She Btares at her feet, 
her in—turned auburn tresses resting' 
on the shoulders of her gold choir robe, 
her electric candle dangling in one hand, 
her mouth turned down. 
"—\ad to reinfuae ourselves into this season of joy, 
we must r   aember that it is Christ 
Who is born this day, 
and Who oust be reborn in each of our hearts—" 
Two years ago,  You showed mo her of the raven locks 
who sits now across the ais?:c, ignoring me, 
One yc;iv ago,   You   book away one 
who haunts me still, dead, yet living .  .  . 
This year, You give a vision, 
only a resemblance,  a reminder 
"—bnen."    Cur she (herd concludes, . 
the choir rises,  the organist 
sounds  the strains of halleluiah. 
(,7.IJ is a bit deaf,   and the choir 
must  strain to be heard.) 
:';: vision keeps losing her place, 
peering vainly down at her book and 
trying not to come in on the wrong halleluiah. 
There aren't enough tenors. 
Handel would have cried. 
And it  is midnight; 
and it is Christmas, 
As i  go out, 
i notice a little boy,  asleep, 
his parents struggling to put on his coat 
without waking him. 
4? 
II 
The Night Before Ky Vision 
Her brother says 
on his way out 
"Party'3 downstairs. 
Co on i.-i." grabs his coat, 
slams the tir.sel-docorated door. 
Loaves me swim, afloat 
in old memories, the .Maelstrom's roar 
already audible below.   . 
Smile,  you idiot,  what's one memory more .   .   . 
The stairs,   each step,   "Hi,   Os!"    Hello. 
"G3-ie!" 
"Well,   lor-g time no .   .   ." 
And,   of course,   at the bottom she turns her eyes to me 
this gentle witch 
raven looks,   sapphire eyes, 
the memory of a magic gesture, 
or.co:     we held up hands,   p:ilms facing, 
fingertip to fingertip 
( . irbarella,   Barberolla,  3arb-?rella: 
didn't recognize the name)— 
she was wearing gloves 
and smiles and says,   "Merry Christmas, Or.! 
Have some eesnos."    And unabashed glee 
at her attention,   though the cause 
of glee is removed,  as she turns, 
-::.; as bright to someone else,   the laws 
of her hospitality implacable,  yearn 
how .1    .ill.     A sea of familiar faces, 
all witnesses, as  1  squirm 
and try to find a place 
behind something,   to sip my eggnog 
and brood and maybe not disgrace 
myself further.    One sip,   the  sea becomes a Bog, 
:\ Von,  a foul miasoal Swamp— 
my teeth are tingling—a Foggy» 
Barren Landscape—that lamp 
is tilting—the cggMZ is spiked. 
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"   s!"    3ven sitting down, my stomach cramps 
in su I - • i  panio,  like 
the  boo long intorv.il before seasickness hits, 
then releases, nausea rising, dikes 
of resj stance finally split, 
broken — - my surprise 
covers her voice,  its 
enchantment  continuing, her eyes 
gently not noticing my discomfort, 
as it  passes.     Old ties 
the midnight Christmas service two years ago— 
two girls she brought with us— 
We sit  in front,   making faces at our minister. 
Ch,   to be alone with her! 
(does  she knov that?) bub this is fun. 
Me with not one, 
not two, 
but throe whole girls 
replace the pain of newer ones.    To court 
disaster by daring to court at all— 
";:y teeth are tingling."    "Ch?    Same sort 
of thin , always happens to me.    Too muoh alchohol. 
It's h< .: I tell it's  time  to stop." 
3 •.--..' t 11 eyi s,   to ."Us 
of gentle  phosphorescenoe, beckon.    I flop 
and flounder,  unused to such 
reciprocation,  talk 
of recant sinus haadaohes, make muoh 
of antihistamines and their mixture 
with drink,   ignoring the questioning touch 
of her eyes,  which fade, not seeing how liquor 
and pills fit what she feels, 
thinking i  tell her no,   quicker 
than i can tack round to tell her yes, reel 
her in with winsome words, 
her glow rcy own—    "Well,   •   •   • 
uh,   Oz,   .   .   .   got to see if anybody needs  .   .   . 
of my gabbinesa,   if nothing else. 
Desperate fisherman,  lured 
to his own net  and tangled.     Constantly sell3 
himself short,   ho does— 
i hear a^lls 
upstairs.    Pretty doorbell—hotter n'  the buzz 
we have.    Footsteps, 
you know."    Cured 
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light:     high heels.     Wish it Wi 
;.:;-o:.;   ■_•.->:ling  uo..r.,   awkward,   sL_::;".L:-. ; o;': her  formal,   lips 
pursed, me too naive to even dream 
of helping.    She would flip 
if she could see the people here; seera3 
like ohe new all of then— 
Mermaid,  the first i went steaming 
after, nets spread, atremble 
with anticipation. 
The first,  i damn 
near caught.    No  elucidation 
for such mysteries* 
Should move, mingle,  shun 
thoughts like these* 
Fill r.y cup again, 
watch the tentative plca3 
for contact between separated friends, 
like Pat describing her trip to Costa Rica, 
how it has been 
fascinating;  the people are freaky 
and very nice.     Some of them are hostile 
(like the first cne3 she stayed with, bleak, 
crasroed   p >ople),   but ona learns to ci-nile 
and !nov;:~-in this case,  to he-- En -lish professor»s he:.;-, 
a spacious villa several miles 
from the; university. (Foam 
would wash across the beach 
in back of the villa.     The stones 
in bhe garden, just out of reach 
of the water, would glisten and 
Bometimes driftwood sailed in, bleached 
by the tropic sun,  to find berth in the sand.) 
Her professor was a petite Spanish dona (ladyj! 
she wanted company because her husband 
had just died.    But his ghost kept returning— 
.   .   .   in windows as i pass that cheat 
the red-  blue,  yellow,  white and green ligab:>--put 
with such care on the deeper green ofthe P£^ 
of much of their bright beauty.    The turfshows brown 
under the wave-like mounds of snow.    J^d lines 
of cardboard reindeer with Rudolph «£J^tacrown 
a <ew of the dead lawns;   lights are strung a-oand 
the eaves:     electric houses.     In «•*■»• 
streaked Window hangs a plastic ^eatn,  bo.uid 
with string,  and i can see a girl in there, 
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a iin le girl, waving- 
—maybe 
becaua • h    was lonely or bored, 
or was keeping tabs or. his home.    Pat was afraid ho 
would disapprove of a foreigner*    Instead he ignored 
her,  except .for one searching look 
(his approval?) tho first time she saw him, walking toward 
the stairs up  to his wife'3 room.     And i,   in my nook, 
almost  safe from the ghost she has raised, 
(who,  when she died, took 
too much with her) hear praise 
of the story, prolonged, 
then silence.    Nanoy has taken our trays 
upstairs;   our cnchantr333 gone, 
our life-preservers are mysteriously deflated, 
going down after one last phiazing song— 
we,  like Pat's ghost,  subtly berated— 
ev m damned—through visiting our previous lives, 
seeing the dry—land strait 
just before tho Egyptians went under, knives, 
v.   chariots,  all; 
foam flying,  dull mourning roar from a thousand wive 
throats crashing down, sweeping tall, 
green Christmas trees, tinsel-laden still, 
'„'- _■■•:■.• ■"-.  the  doo:c; and out the hall  
The Christmas tree in the comer,  Bmug, filled 
with '..•.-.'•.dor.,  winks at me a3 i leave, _ 
bides   its  time,   the   sea receding slow; the dregs mill 
about  the  doors and stairs,  maybe heave 
o-;n-i-~   •}<" rcl">"r as   they,   too,   go. 
at the  sudden dissolution of her party, not knowing 
the cause;   she saw that our affairs ^r,mo-v flows. are based on memory, but not, as i should have, that memorj  flow,. 
... t 
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III 
3ad—r 
Me? 
Santa Glaus?    I don't— 
My Old High School 
For lovo nor money,  .1 be Kris Kringle, 
toys and joys, 
the proverbial goodwill spirit 
and i bring diversion; 
the gift forgetfulnass give i. 
Though   bhere is enough of that 
already today,   f:o i bring money 
(by sp    -:   1 dispensation)  to those too 
those blind paid   to lead the one-eyed - 
Seeing is painful and only 
those new born can baar it all- 
DhrJatmas? 
I an tha devil,  forced to play God, 
• .v':..",   forced into innocense, 
set,  forced to be symbol 
Ho, ho, ho 
I don't recognize hin 
Lookit, there1a— 
old to forget, 
;o blindne~.~. 
It'3 Santa Claus! 
Ju ; jv ■ : - : jug J''V jug 
So rudely foro'd. 
lather's  "llonent iry 
They can see me betber than i — 
show me sweet sight, 
small faces; 
sit on my lap and toll rae stories, 
even bare,  innocent wants. 
To give  such easy gifts— 
do you pray me for what 
you really want: 
can you shape what you really need. 
Can i crash you to 
the pillow that plays my atomaoh «,«,„„,? 
(held up with pins) and bless you with my tears. 
But Santa  LB not supposed to cry, 
and the teacher ia there watching,   so 
in place of me,  i give you candy 
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IV 
■    ;    : aye IsasL  of; 
ay latest hope: 
a vision,   a synbol, 
only insubstantial and 
far away. 
("C heart!     0 heart!   if she'd but  turn her head," 
but she can't, being fax away— 
and, i think, uninclined.) 
jj  . ; Christ born, 
i feel nothing; 
heresy, heresy, 
or.e should "put Hin before all else, 
and Bis service be our comfort"; 
• mt   to serve,  but His service 
jives as little back as she does. 
I am not contort! 
(which  -:T. a "r.ost lame and impotent conclusion,' 
9 only one i have) 
Our Christ Ian Heritage 
And i   must refuse; most of Christmas dinner: 
three cavities filled two days ago. 
. le drilling,  i tried to 
with piotures of heretics burned at the stake 
or men coughing blood,  lungs clotted with mustard 
I tried the sweet,  final smell of gas ovens, 
or napalm that burns 
even under water— 
but i screamed twice anyway* 
Now when  i   touch anything hot or cold 
'      ! turkey or wine) to the fill-■ .""> 
they forcibly remind me i shouldn't. 
• ■  is a nasty pun on letting this cup 
is from me, but i restrain myself. 
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H OKj-MnC w rpyoTHO * Henoriy pyny rroRafb 'bored & sad & no on a to give 
her hand* and shaet3 in mountains,  white to white,  illumed by tha far 
off light of tho rising sun—ha!—illumed by tho far off orange light 
of the electric blanket    baleful eye accusing   the books    two days 
toilet upstairs flushes God,  they're up early naybe if i got the costs 
all together in one book and balanced it and the wages against the in- 
come  'eept there hasn't been much of that—oh,  it's too early a.m.   for 
that—-Christmas lights on the tree still, will i have to take it down 
by myself besides these books    back to s;hool in two days    want to go 
back  (Orange haired angel in an orange choir robe,   so far away,  her 
eyes on me  smiling sometimes) would yon quit staring at  D    you stupid 
Light!    you're keeping r.o awake don't want to bo awake    sleep   maybe 
dream    but i don't have time to run a balance that would take two weeks 
at least-and the income tax,   Oh God, he's  forgotten the income tax 
for this quarter!   one more thing and probably a penalty on that IRS is 
watching you    these sheets are getting hot turn down the blanket a lit- 
tle dummy you shouldn't be awake now you didn't get to sleep till one 
last night QH! night?)  * tt- only five now, i think, hard to read 
a watch by an electric blanket light    sleep    relax    reading too much 
Jarrell lately influencing ny dreams course Pushkin has , lot to do 
. chat one about the coffin and Snow White inside    fro. one side 
she was just skeleton and the other a little girl strange how that all 
fits with Horene so well Christmas always sees to bring her up some- 
how why was i  SO sure  she suicided?    didn't    am neurotic  i guess    i 
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wish i  could sleep so it wouldn't be so early and maybe the sun would 
as up (but it always comes up so late at Christmas)  that clock sure 
oakes a lot of noise, like the second hand is in mortal agony Crying 
Ir. The Mud why can't i go to  sleep must be the histyantimines make me 
so sleepy then when i try i can't—    got to see Jir.i before i leave 
maybe he'll be able to look in after i leave he hasn't got much time 
though '-/ho else could?    six months and no bookkeeper and grarapa wants 
me to do it all  in two days    i don't know    bad enough C.  won't  oven 
talk,  but him on my back too    i don't know    it always works like that 
Bams with her as with Horene now if she just doesn't kick off too 
she like ib^,  though—said she liked first version bettor than se- 
cond   r.o poetic sensibility! Craig liked it didn't understand until i 
explained it     say!   he could be bookkeeper he's a business major  'n ev- 
thd       I'll ask hir,    should've thought of him boforn    but grampa'U 
want me to do it   or mom    trusts outsiders about as far as he can throw 
•m specially on books    that clock is really beginning to bug me the 
scrape and the blanket light i don't see how people can sleep with that 
flashing in their eyes at least the sun's coming up tones it down a 
little i can smell breakfast I'm so hungry   but if i get up i'll have 
to work that much longer need the money but not that bad    no,   maybe i 
can go  see Jim or Craig-but  that'll seem like i'r, copping out    must 
cn to say no     can't  say no without hurting    no none no    No 170!   no 
nonono    i wonder if breakfast's on the table yet 
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VI 
I walk across the .Travel playground 
between the school and the football field; 
the monkey bars,  deserted,  like dark plumbing, 
frame the deserted basketball court behind; 
a few strings hang,  cobwebbed 
from the rusting basket rims. 
The v/i.ii's as cold as ever 
and the school's large top green 
bottom black windows gleam darkly, 
reflecting the moon and stare— 
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VII 
Heturn 
The na;)!:in ha3 
Mary and Joseph, 
the shephexds,  the Wise Ken, 
clustered around the manger, 
instead of the usual 
"Fly the friendly ..." 
An auburn-haired stewardess 
asks if i want coffee.    "No, thank you; 
do you have any milk?" 
As Bhe sets it,   i rummage 
in my flight bag— 
an old bookstore sack— 
for an antihistaraine, 
trying to ignore.her hair color. 
She returns, 
i swallow,  wince 
as the cold touches my fillings, 
relax as the drug takes hold: 
a thrill rises, 
ray eyes get heavy. 
I look out the window: 
the sun shines back 
off an occasional cloud, 
off the vague edges of the patchwork fields. 
• bettor or worse, 
my vision becometh reality, 
for what ,~ood it'll do— 
As i stand,  waiting in the aisle for the doors to open, 
a woman near the  front gently wakes her small oon, 
Baying that he must put on his coat| 
that it's time. 
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QAQBAHSIS JI 
(Upon reading L. N. Tolstoy's "The Kreutzer Sonata") 
Oh, do not co-plain of woman's evil so, 
you philosophers!    T have known her— 
a friend in many ways closer  than I've ever had. 
I bared my soul to her, 
stripped away each of the barriers 
that"protect ne from other human beings, 
stood naked in her sight; 
and she did not attack. 
Gentle in her power, 
she swaddled me as she would a baby, 
laid me down,   gently covered me, 
1 sft. 
life  is colder than even the cold night 
w ere  sach warmth is a treasure 
to be -ished and preserved. 
I had not known  so  small a flame 
could burn so bright,  drivJ    !       ' oold and darkness, 
that    J  not press so close. . 
t     ("Distractions!"),  Paul ("Devils!"), Calvin ("Whores!"), 
and      .    sially you,  Lev Nikolaevioh, 
my   lentor,  my guide, my curse, 
do not rob me of my last remaining warmth. 
Da not    isk me to  go through the shadows alone. 
To you, then, my light, 
forgive me for not realizing sooner 
lave something precious, 
.•thing that,  now you've gono, 
will not bo taken from ne, 
something i  didn't know i had till no-.;: 
- gentleness, your understanding, 
lights my dark night, +;„„.. 
; like the  sun.     fJometir.es, ny revelatxon. 
come -lowly,  but they do come. 
AS Youa EXES 
(An Epilog) 
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As your eyes  soft on mine- 
can you see the fire in ray soul, 
one you've lit 
one you feed,  music starting 
slowly,  slowly,  soft— 
Candle behind weeps a hot tear 
for sheer joy;   scene in tears 
and flame wavers} 
b.?ilL-jte— 
tin iless  this— 
i burn 
Thanks be 
I road you and to you— 
most important,  to you— 
of earthen vessels and fire in thea; 
i 3hyly behind the air-gentle words 
and your eyes glow on— 
Ble^s me, Father..  fo£i 
do  fills ma,  i will burst, 
■ ,  ]Lght,   fire-filled, 
fire-filled; 
ispiration, sound, 
i r  Look my latest breath— 
Vb •-"-■:■; be 
That such low 
lould  stretch so high— 
what do you call a jug with fire inside: 
• you see  .   .   .? 
('  know a secret) but most of all 
i burn 
an b'l o I d 
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REMINDERS 
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GABY, INDIANA 
The blood red noon 
centers in five fire-spouting 
smokestacks,  a pentagram. 
I say, world, be tSon^t 
and close By eyes 
and .feel the power rushing 
to my over-tired brain— 
something snapa. 
I'y cy^z open; 
the pentagram is gone— 
we've passed two of the stacks 
The moon has hidden 
behind a red-edged cloud; 
we roll on. 
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V !LLOW TRAVELLER 
He x:; the fellow traveller whose 
ayes axe caught in the dying embers, 
his hands making what they know of 
the mystic signs, 
conjuring with the smoke. 
He sees her in the  smoke, 
her shape soft, untouchable— 
An owl calls, 
the wind shifts,  the image vanishes, 
and he looks up at me, 
eyes full of pain. 
Ho conies to me 
in the night, 
because I call him, 
and ta] :s of her, 
her and an old thief named Mercaptor 
who  baught him the mystic signs, 
and when I press his hand 
to my breasts or loins, 
smi   es, 
looks s idly in mj    y 
I tries to comfort me. 
See the stars, cold and silent 
above the surrounding trees, 
the smaller brush, 
the grass waving in the wind. 
The wind feels cold 
acro.-is my bare shoulders 
and as I turn to pull up the blanket, 
3 hi     in his bed across the fire, 
his eyes in the fire, 
tossing, frowning, 
betw( m clenched teeth, 
". i a I [eroaptor . .  •    damn . •  • 
]  am up before him sometimes 
and gather wood 
and sometimes bring down a rabbit 
with ray arrows. 
[e Ls always awake when I return, 
takes the rabbit,   cleans it, 
as I look a'..'ay— 
and we breakfast, 
XC up our bedrolls, 
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j  :      itimes ho looks 
at me 
'   ■ • he kicks out the fire 
and we  z°- 
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DEAR SUZIE, 
Silence; the moon 
fires the empty rails in silver, 
dark ties and lighter gravel 
holding it, 
s.r,   bhe window holds me 
silhouetted against the light inside, 
and .1 shove a number in the 
lit up box, 
turn away, begin 
pulling lovers that lino the switches bolow. 
Does some sleepy driver passing 
look in, Bee the shadows, 
see the occupant of the Tower in its last days; does he 
wonder at the old,  square, brie?-, building, 
...   t it do:-'i 
or if he knows, 
why it isn't gone already— 
want to drive away, 
:,.   leave this musty -toon, 
lia at of 
n   .     lized railroad, 
to leave   the  know ' edge of 
an outmoded job,  soon to be 
replaced by twelve snail lights and swipes 
on a giant board, 
to leave the tragic mistakes 
I can   ;till make— 
Bie eastbound thunders in, 
whistles mourning .Co:- the doomed Tower} 
its boxcars sway going over the old crossovers, 
out of line because the workmen on the now rail 
didn«t get the ties back in straight. 
I war.; the conductor by— 
he doesn't wave back— «...,    * „ ««„,. .mT. say into the phone mounted just a little too far away. 
"0.3.   cast, A.Y." 
Dispatcher!    "N'awright." „ 
"Sxtra 5620 oast by at 4:04 a.m.     Down south   I. 
".:' iwright." 
And i drink tea 
to keep awake, , 
grabbing for the antacids in my lunch-ooi. 
as the tea hits my stomach, 
5? 
■ return to your letter; 
' ■ il the words 
Ling up inside. 
•;•    antacid doesn,t help. 
the lovers back into the old machine; 
the number out of the box 
in the window; 
snap the light off; 
a whistle sounds in the distance— 
watch th3 moon gleam silver 
off the rail. 
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0    THE ROAD 
Shattered, lying strewn, 
small bloody pieces— 
sooe fur puffs in the wind. 
in the- day 
the sun slides around my visor, 
stabs the eyes, 
leaving purple and green 
and rod images to hide the simple brown far, 
as i swerve, 
refusing to desecrate further 
the headless corpses. 
And in the night, 
th.; -.■■ '.rr,: of soft brown eyes returns: 
• ,.;,   too  soon for  fear, 
Lh     '-    ■   Lhul, 
the crunch, 
the silence,  and i flee, 
not looking,   seeing only the 
Bh ittsred,   lying strewn 
imall bloo ly piece 
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THE LAST NIGHT OF SUMMER 
8:42 p. m. and 
before me sits an 
upside-down bowl shape of fried, rice, 
the little beef and egg bits 
adding color. 
Behind it,  the waitress and 
the window and me,  dirty, 
too tired and even 
awed by the mound of rice 
to piok up ray fork; 
and behind the window 
a dark street,   a closed western clothing store, 
some bars- 
there are always the bars— 
The jukebox begins a c & w rendition 
of "I  Been tforkin1  on the Railroad" 
and i  laugh, 
still trying to pick up ray fork. 
A flamed sunset, painted red 
and blue,   in tones of 
;   ; away loveliness: 
i remember her Litest letter 
and i dare  to think she might love me; 
the road stretches ahead, 
a lighter blue against 
the dark of the hills. 
And the sadden jab in the 
as the driver,  my friend, 
crows,   "Gotcha!" 
rib3 
suppress an urge to flip rice 
.L;   the v/aitrsss. 
Only $1.50 
and it's more than i can eat. 
A flock of girls rustics in, 
chatters,  finally settles in two boovhs 
near the back.    I watch them in the window, 
Wishing  L had more than just 
lette •■. 
;    mjng,   i  s tare at the fading stars 
through the car window, 
,-;.ng to figure out if that bright spot 
is really Venus— 
A 40    draft blows across my loot, 
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r.y  friend must be having 
hot  flashes,    lulling ny feet up 
into my coat doesn't help. 
I look at him; he Ignores me— 
i loo':- back at the stars. 
The ■■       ress'  father is a drunk, 
her mother long gone 
or dead.     She is pretty,  red-haired, 
but she has hard lines in her back, 
and wrinkles of •..•orry around her eye.-,, 
and says that  sometimes it's hard to go on. 
Her listener,  the cashier, tsks sympathetically, 
says he can't figure out what to do. 
[ty urge to flip rice becomes stronger. 
An old-time Bteam engine roars by, 
pulling the Adv^mced Northwest Forwarder toward Portland 
an 1 i manage to screw up three different pictures 
of it.     My friend wants copies— 
one more friend wanting pictures 
:,- -yes close around a sense 
Ox loss, 
and,  too  Cull,  i  push baek 
; ie p] ite of rioe—half-eaten, 
the bo "'. caved in and fallen— 
pay my 1 '"' "• i 
i .-. ■ •   .;: the blook to my hotel. 
see   ,' friend in the hotel bar; 
wave  going by. 
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CHRISTMAS SHOULD BE A TIME OV 1.0VS & IT. ) HSTA1JI)   "': 
The C 
card 
h   - 
hospH 
was 
m the 
JU3t 
rabb i 
It started with the wobbling 
and the shaking and 
the strange & spastic seizures, 
the  thunk as hi 3 head hit the car door 
on the way down 
onto the whits and drifted asphalt; 
he  lay there rocking; 
jerkins, 
rocking 
in the chair as i,  talking, 
look at tho hand-nade card once and 
think oh, i didn't mean for then 
hrJ stmaa    to cjend Be one back— 
;"'"- G"       and  loo!: again,   see the different 
address, 
and shockt, with tremb and 
numbling fingers, break the seal— 
Her head rolled and 
barely could she hold  It up; 
,.,  plugged in tho Christmas lighl        -ound the m  nw, 
but  still her ancient hands could not 
glass  to her mouth, 
and her eyes wouldn't focus 
or even stay open 
and  grampa cried,   feeding her. 
Pounding apa rt a premature coffin 
too snail, too dirty, 
to0  old—as the rotten boards  give way 
to  the slightest touch of the hammer; 
ring to forget him who had, 
still living, been relegated to this 
••"    ' 1* X 1* ft. box next to tne gai ige, 
% ::J^ he peed on the kitchen floor once too often. 
He  stared at my foot . k), 
until  someone  else  put his coat around him 
(he,   by this time having 
calned somewhat, was sitting up;, 
then he  charmed me 
by  looking up; 
sincere  and naked 
his blue  eyes— 
A secret smile in her sapphire eyes 
as we emerged downstairs; 
her joy became ours, slowly, 
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■  .   •   .-.."■ 
■• •; stm is 
The night 
befoi'e 
Christmas 
all males so]   mly vowing to wear 
bli :k armbands to the weddj    ;,  and 
as we left|  she asked to read my poem 
of her and her last party— 
i  touched her shoulder 
as i walked out 
the door,   i recall 
each song and its (Tor once) excellence, 
the choir together, 
enough tenors, though weak, 
the  organist  not too loud; 
his somon asking us 
to imagine ourselves Wise Men— 
i laugh at his impudence, and try. 
tfe hid him Iron the wind 
with blankets and an old rug, 
waiting for the 
overdue ambulance; 
the two store managers in 
shirtBleeves,  ashed if 
they wanted coats or into a warn oar, 
replied no,  this being only temporary. 
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RUGS 
I remember an eld, 
•   ,;..d 
bearskin rug 
that i loved to play on when small} 
it had only black patches 
Wher«  .
;.ts fur used to be, 
its white skin showing through; 
but it was soft 
and warm 
and even the beady eye 
(the other only empty, 
surrounded by stuffing) 
and the  long teeth didn't  frighten 
.,   today, the squirrel, 
tWo aaye ■  /■ had 
ru me 
on some '."rand of his own, 
stopping only to stare at me, 
his black tail waving— 
ire in the Btreet 
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LAST DAYS 
The Bongs of birds 
and warm wind over the flowers, 
waving white and yellow and sometimes 
blue— 
(sitting in an elevator between floors 
Mike playing with the lights 
on   off   on   off 
the lighted buttons of the floors glowing happily 
(hsr ej'es on me 
as i oat, 
sailing over chicken to her 
curled on the couch, 
such days 
(a. flash of white, 
:-..-, :iir-c turns  toward him 
s.-niling wider and wider, 
as to the soft drone 
of the old '■: »rds 
.; :aws her to hie— 
•and after the csrer.ony, 
• winces .-is i,  in my olumsy happiness 
[•(  • both 
(to the rhythm of a 
jukebox transfigured by her smile;, 
Gtcp on her toe again 
( :. at the stove, 
, tster chef, ,IA. 
■  Llling spioes in confusion oi delig ■ 
on the  stove 
. n bhe rug . 
,;,::•. g^WSS. <<*■*> *- 
trying to think of 
a five-letter word ending m -fm>; 
flowers grown over 
the graves of memories, 
and the blossoms gaily 
in the wind s;iy::" : 
you'll never go 
you'll never go— 
(house in moving confusion 
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>oxes scattered, half-full, 
litter: 
p ipers, scrap; 
talk in trivialities, 
late and minor events, 
goodbye, no, 
goodbye, no, 
goodbye 
(and. again her eyes, 
wistful, 
smiling ovox' the counter and 
careful nob to nay too much 
(coop & cere.aony in the sun, 
seas of blue 
toppad by faces,  bright, none recognized, 
unintelligible words 
as numerous as the faces— 
then pandemonium,  as countless token diplomas arc laid 
in countless eager hands, and the seas break 
for the stadium doors) 
leave the strongest urge 
to pic!: one, 
hold it as it too dies, 
• .'.: ring '..'bite petals like unmelting snow. 
(and again her eyes 
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MOTES  USB COM     TAHY 
?.  J:    The Pushkin  epigraph,  literally translated: 
■    did not remain Tor anyone, 
-   tly a coffin ..." 
-• i was taken from Pushkin's version of S710W White,  in which, after 
., uhite has eaten the poisoned apple,  she is entombed in a glass oof- 
atop  one of  the highest (and most difficult to ascend) mountains in 
Russia.    One of the seven knights (not dwarves in this version)  that 
■    attended he ■   1     iks  the above lines as he ] saves the grave. 
P.  5:    The quotation from the newspaper  Is an edited transcript (yes, 
..  ,.:,   ]  know  that's unkind)  of the article   ippearing In the Wyo> 
■     aa of    d ob 'r 6,  1970. 
?. 6:    The old woman in the poem is the first of what probably is go- 
• ; ,y   incarnations of 1 adaptor (see "Just One More Way to 
P. 8:    The center of -tie the season" is a sonnet because it was the 
0 .ntrasting form I could think of to the loose, almost stream-of- 
J0n80d      m9ss  form of the first and third part,.    The one-eyed god in 
the sonnet refers to an early poem (since suppressed in the interests 
of , x  literature) which revolved very morbidly about the sun being 
• . ■    ,t of hostile god.    The speaker was in love with a spirit which 
. •   • u      ■•  „-.. haH to leave him every morning when could not stand daylight ana she had to j.e*v 
the   ■  .    ■ ■ ,:.    One begins to see why it was suppressed. 
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Pi  ')■    Here, technically,  I should reproduce bhe original Yazykov poem 
of which mine is an imitation*    Howeveri because I don't have a lawsian 
typewriter and because most people can't read Russian anyway, I hereby 
ireise my prerogative a3 poet and tell the scholastics to go hang. 
Suffice it to say that the two poems'   themes and a lot of the imagery 
are the same.    An interesting sidelights    I wrote "Imitation" before 
I'd ever seen Yazykov's poem.    Tho original was entitled "Spring". 
But three years ago when I came across his poem,  I realized he had said 
what I wanted  bo  say much better than I had in "Spring";   so  I took a few 
pointers from him and,  in gratitude, rotitled my poem. 
P,  10:    Being on vacation at a cousin's house and nob having to get up 
early, since I normally had an 3 All class five days a week,  was the Ul- 
bi     te Tu.^y,   pi least until I tried to get someone to feed  me breakfast 
at   I' .".. i :•   .   .   . 
V.  11:    If anyo >e can come up with a term describe; the study of tho 
interrelationship of human ana animal environments and human and animal 
.   and. their effect on each other, besides "group ecology", I shall 
be :-. ,.:t grateful. 
Last   sentence of sonnet IV refers to,  of course,  Twelfth ITi&t,  I, 
i,   1. 
P.  12:     I  first discovered "Silentium!" about the same time I was writ- 
:, ;  the  first version tf * M * Aft IB ttMlO* (the pm,   not 
:.  ,  b   , .).     Its attitude was so antithetical to my own,   at the time, 
that I had to use its title as   the title to one of =y Son, sections. 
!   ,   gently,   I also had  to translate the Poem in order for a reader 
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: ruainted with Russian (no Ezra Pound,  I) to figure out what I was 
about.    This  translation—as any translation must—involved 
some very tough decisions,  such as whether to keep the very strict 
rhythm and rhyme scheme that Tyutohev uses (a tetrameter line, rhymed 
AAHB, etc.),  or keep as close as I could to the Bense,  tone and weaning 
of the  poem.     Since the strict rhythm and rhyme scheae has been trans- 
lated before and since my gifts lean more the other way,   I opted final- 
ly for sor.se combined with nore internal hamonics—assonance, alliter- 
ation    etc.— which,  to me,  sound more natural than rhyme to the English 
ear,  aj against the Russian ear which is more accustomed to its rhyme- 
rich language.    Whether or not the translation is any good (and I think 
it is!),  it does serve the main purpose of letting the  read tt know what 
I was reacting against. 
P.  14s    I worked very hard on the structure of 3^,  and I want the 
world to know that the key to it lies in examination of -The Circus", 
„] | ,, glvee an idea of the characters and physical descriptions of the 
poem's speakers.    There.    If. fiono and explicated a whole poem for 
you.     I can hear every poet ever com,   especially the M Aem ones,   turn- 
over in their graves.    (Poetry is the only medieval craft-guild 
left;  such secrets are jealously guarded.) 
P.  15,    A clue to the varying use of "I" and »i»,   for which I've been 
roundly scolded:     when -I" is used,   a persona is speaking; when -i- 
,     ,:,   the  identification between speaker and poet is much closer, 
though not absolute.    This pattern recurs from here on throughout the 
.     :    (though not earlier,  for technical,  psychological and Poetic roa- 
sons I don't want  to get  into). 
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P.  1?:    Mauriat = Paul Mauri i 
P,  18:    This section used to be part of another poem,  called "Treatise 
on the Decline and Fall of the Porthc   ling Revolution",  involving i re- 
volutionary who decides, because his girlfriend dies as a result of a 
lychosis brought on by drugs and his neglect of har while performing 
his revolutionary duties,   that he isn't really very revolutionary after 
all    since he wasn't able   bo  sufficiently dedicate himself to a causa 
it would allow him to chalk up her suicide- to "counter-revolutionary 
idenoies"  (she was not a member of the "movement").    I still rather 
like the idea,  but the execution,   with the exception of the part I've 
recycled, waa dismal at bust,  and there wasn't any way I could see to 
it. 
P.  25:    These lines are from "Silent: an!".    See lines C-l of bhe  bran - 
,    i.   12. 
P.  23:    I had one hell of a time coding up with a title for the poem 
cycle Vaiting for. the. CaJi that -gyr £^s.    The original title was 
Ouroboros (referring to, beside, the worm with its tail in its mouth, 
E. R. Eddison'a use of the spfcol and his associations of it with Ve- 
.   ,   Ln bis   fiction;   fiction which J will here freely plug as ar:onC 
the best  this  century has produce!);   along with title was an epigraph 
fro, Chaucer's «-fc-ft«r Tales.  11.  1-7,  "The Prolog, of the Mannes 
Tale of Laws",  which I hare since dropped because it gives too much of 
■ away. I rotitlod the poem cycle ±±±^ —» 1 *»* *• 
poem •' faiting" (which is now hack in again; I'll explain that in the 
note to p.   57),   si- I didn't want to lose such a great title.     I still 
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Lt*s a good   title,   BO  I  kept  it" when I reinserted "Waiting".    Tho 
■   •- ■ ;■,-- tho poem cycle la rather important and is not very clear in 
the poen3 themselves (although if on.-.- knows when Thor . 1,>6 was published 
and recognizes tho significance of 197? In "Catharsis", then ona can date 
the  poems fairly accurately; but that is a lot of work),  so I will be 
..: Licit:     tho poems,  with the exception of "On Perception" which is dat- 
ed in January,  1973,  arc sot in the  Call and winter of 1971-72.    The e- 
..-. of "Just One More Way to Say Mo" do not occur in 1971-72, ©spe- 
cially the Woody Allen film, but the mood is of that time,  30 it stands 
where   Lt is.     As to why "On Pare opt ion" is dated as  it .:s,  a.-i v\-.::,:l 
.-.   ■     Lt is,   I will leave that for the reader to figure out. 
p.   ;■;■:     The   title "On Perception" refer.; to a remark made by a. poetry 
., c 3f mine (Douglas Lawder)  tha        «    bior      isisl i ■ I four basic 
. ... :,.,s   bh9 9xperJ >noe  Ltself, reflection, and dream, 
of the  four sections de lonstrates one particular -ade (l hope). 
of "Prelude" is a special one:    the d i   «,  developed by 
•in. 
.  31:    We were having poetry classes in-',   *      '  homes,  i .stead of the 
for ml  (more bleaugh) atmosphere of a classraon.    I asked the girl 
.     ,use it was how she liked her house being in a poo.;   she said it 
■'■■■ Lnly was iifferent. 
P.   33«     Linos 8-10 are a direct steal fro* JCigg S*§£,  W. vi,  172-4. 
,.  55:    The title, pronounced iGg Znl-et»,  in a pun (yeah, I know if 
Lf. that obscure,   one shouldn't bother)  on the Russian »bV ,«aer" 
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; •• .  jnl-et)| meaning "God knows".    The j«ru of the poem La a concert 
;,..., by seven people from the Julliard Go'nool of Music,  four of then 
00g   ■ nthesizers, the othor three   iia  ! lg or conducting or 
helping out generally.    Olotho, Atropos and Laeheeis, besides being the 
three Pates,  axe titles for a scries of compositions on ilnornon, Lake 
and Palmer's first album, the son^a featuring the Itoog prominently.    "3a 
kind to your web-footed friends" (p. 36) refers to the Sousa march "Stars 
and Stripes Porever" which the Julliard group did as an encore; had the 
entire audience on its feet clapping along (in. 1971,   i» the middle of 
the Vietnam War protests, no less;  the group was good). 
P.  57:     ,10 cone now to the prodigal poem of the cycle,  "Waiting for the 
,t Never Comes".    The original version of the poem was a la 
• Lve in verse similar to  that in "When You  Smiled".    For all its 
■       th,  it wa, a flabby,  weak-kneed poem, based on the fact that nothing 
„ h   .pening (there is an ire, in usin, narrative structure for that 
-nd of poem, but it is one that is impossible,  for *yway, to manage). 
However,   the poem was necessary to the flov and psychology of the cycle, 
,o in it  stayed.     Then,   about a year after I'd finished the cycle (l 
;       ,,;  see oomment on dating, top of p. T-), I ™ote <*•* *» :    ' 
ndh-fl the sane  tasks as "Waiting", but was tey ;     Say No", which accomplished  fib    a 
/.„ x  ,    „. .., mvselfO.    "Waiting" was . addition a very ^ood poem (if I ao saj  so myaex:   ;. 
bade a fond bye-bye.     Afterwards,  though,  1 reconsidered;  I really did- 
n«t want   to lose  the events in "Waiting",   since the, dovetailed so nice- 
.    into a mood  (whether the surrounding narrative did or not).     So 1 
. J. J.I     «r«ri:s sneak more for themselves, 
out the narrative drastically to lot the events speaK 
■n,, ^W(i on its own—where 
and placed the poem-still too weak to really stand 
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icata" section of Song (p.  1 8)   '•• i    ..    Another year or two 
.. i;  .:  flecj Led that Song was a mishmash and had lost sight of it3 
. ..: inal theme and purpose under the weight of a thousand hasty revi- 
sions.    So   L tried once again,  and "Toccata*' bloomed back into "Wait- 
•   'or the Call" again.    This was fine with no,  since the settings of 
,- (soring,  though you'd never know it from internal evidence) and 
the "Waiting" fragment  (very late autumn) did not jibe.    But one gets 
the idea;  enough of this textual foolery! 
F.  y):    Where   the Edna St.   Vincent Millay quote comes from I have no 
idea (tsk,  tsk).    Doug Lawder (the poetry teacher I mentioned earlier; 
ho seems to crop up a lot) mentioned the quote to me after reading "Just"; 
I  thought it was groat:     it  fit  so well and was at the same time such a 
,:, put-down-    Woody and Queen Vanessa appear in Woody  Ulen's rendi- 
tion o "   jvgs 'jh.v: ■ You ^wavj Wanted to &iow .Vbaut Sex*   *but v^ a- 
fraid to ask.    The p-function is a mathematical function in number- the- 
ory of vo particular interest to anyone.    And shtuD?   Well, if you don-1 
know the meaning of shtu£, get Haria* Ellison's mini-dictionary of Yid- 
• , his  story "I'm Looking for Kadak" collected in Jack Ws sf 
anth .logy Wandering Stars;  or ask a Jewish friend. 
P. 42:    The vers* form of "The Night Before » Vision" is Dante's favor- 
ite,  tor.a rima.     I mention such a seemingly obvious fact because a 
whole group of my fellow poets (to whom I was reading this) missed i 
o . .letely until  we were well into discussion of it.    And a form that 
is that much of a pain in the butt at least deserves notice!    The rea- 
son terza rima was used was to got in a back-handed reference to Eliot's 
"The hove Song of J.  Alfred Prufrock", but,   somehow,   the reference 
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the structure of the poem,   Instead; so any resemblance betwi 
- section and "Pmfrock" is purely serendipitous. 
Specific references:    Barbarolla refers to Roger Tadim's movie of the 
same title,  and specifically to the method of lovemaking employed in 
bhe 25th century (or whenever B.  lived):    touching the fingertips to- 
gether,  palms facing, while taking a "turn-on" or empathy pill.    The 
sonnet fragment on p. 44 is .1 paraphrase of the second stanza of "'Tin 
the Season .  .   ."•(?•  3)» 
P. 45:    "Jug jug jug . . ." is from Eliot's The. Waste lag*, U. 204-5. 
p. 47:    "0 heart!   .   .   ." is from Yeats* peon "The Folly of Being Con- 
' id"    1..13.    The "most lame and impotent conclusion" comes from 
Llo,  II,   i,  161. 
.   > ,.       -:   : 3sian quotation is from an untitled     .em LW  11    1   - 
rtor and  is translated immediately after the quote.    The Pushkin and 
'.. ,rks later referred to are both about Snow White (see note on 
■   Smiled", p. 68). 
••:    All of the philosophers named in line 19, plus several others 
wh ..       irk Va ,ot as familiar with (like St. Augustine), held to , 
Ml .sophy of strict asceticism and the carnality-thus Lnferiority- 
of women,    This vie, is stated in its most clear and extreme for. in 
> CQutZer Scnata" by Tolstoy, vhich I here recommend, not he* 
•     ,ith it, but because I disagree with U =0 perfectly. 
c     ^in.wl    <S supposed to suggest a F. 53:    Bri-llanti',  Italian for brilliant,  is su« 
musical  marking. 
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P.  yj:    "Gary, •" was conceived on a bus passing bhrouj i Gary 
at four in the   lorning,    Tt i seasi n   ras   iprii ;,  and if the noon was 
already colored red front the smog inversions, I shuddered to think of 
the  ipproaching Bummer. 
''■,'■,;    Hie events in "Fellow Traveller" comprise a sequel (more or 
less)  to the fantasies in "Just One More Way to Say No".    The poem b<>- 
gan with a phrase which wouldn't leave me alone:    the title, "Fellow 
Traveller".    I didn't want to use it in its usual sense of "Communist" 
or "red"  so  I   tried to  area/a up a  setting as far from today's politics 
ana .:.; as  possible to recover the original meaning of the 
hrase.     Ct wasn't until Inter that a friend remii    fd o    that the rea- 
ii     i] ,.,  travel] -•" was ■■'■■■' ■    "' : ioviet U- 
:       •      I (cause  bhe infa IOUS S wtnil    m u   *eU >w  '   '   »llex,  from 
:r, r,i;  (poots,  with '   v   v short B sound) meaning 'jouri     ' 
i.0n (3)   naaning 'with*  (usually, as in this case, either a prefix or 
dtion) + "WK"  (nek),  which  La an affectionate diminutive suffix 
■       .a pe    .o,   .ho».    AH together it cones out "cnyT«**" or 'sput- 
...     ..,. liana  alao ^ the tea     '    iutnik« to refer to the   KM ., which 
: i nicely with   the  Artemis imagery in the po i 1. 
P. 58:    As the title  implies,  this started out as a letter, which wasn't 
-.-,,.  good  (I sent it anyway),   so I tried to reexcress myself less clum- 
sily than I already had.    I tried a poem; didn't like it;  tried a short 
stor; !     : ta't  li^  It,   went back to  poetic for, and "Dear Suaie," en,-   d. 
The fact  that this was my first railroad poem may have had something to 
Lt* the difficulty;  the setting is in Tower A,  a small two-story in- 
terlocking tover  (a  place where an operator-me-controla the remote 
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control BWitohea that regulate movement to and from the various yard 
tracks onto the main lines)  located on the treat end of Cheyenne, V/yo. 
The spring term before I worked this particular job, I had taken my 
first Yeats course and I had his Tower constantly in oind while writ- 
ing about my own. 
?. 60:    On ray way to work at Tower A one night, a stray dog suddenly 
ared in fror.t of ray Volkswagen.    I didn't stop because I was late 
for work and when I looked back,  there wasn't anything there.    But I 
still didn't stop. 
.  51:    The scene for thi3 poem is a Chinese restaurant in downtown Raw- 
lins,  iyo.,  where I (my friend not wanting to leave the hotel bar) have 
gone for dinner.    We have been single-tracking (construction crews work 
on one track while the other carries trains; we are at both ends of t  a 
const ■ ;tion,  lik     "' i pmenj  to make sure no trains collide with s oh 
.-) since about 5 AM, and at the moment of the poem I am so tired 
that I'm feeling no pain.    My friend was, when I left, also feeling no 
.   >ut not because he was tired. 
An incident that happened about a month later reinforces the ironic 
tone of the poem:    the girl (not woman, £irl) mentioned in the second 
stanza wrote and told ne she now had a boyfriend who did not appreciate 
her receiving my letters or,  worse,  her writing back,  so maybe we'd bet- 
ter b • - Ic it  off  (the girl is the sane one as in "Do-ax Susie,"; we had 
been corresponding about a year).    She later married the guy, so I guess 
it worked'out  okay for her.       Bl«« is an unclear reference in the sixth 
stanza (P.   62)  of the poen about a friend who wants pictures.    Originally, 
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the--'  i/aa a poem in Sec,  III explaining that, but it was for the most 
•' ttea j^'-t  to explain it—dullsville—30 I cut it.    'j?ha title 
; ■.-.    "Random Thoughts on I&cistcntialisin and the flecllne of the 
Jbaolute Value", but the rest of the poem didn't live up to the title. 
Sigh,     tayway,  I had taken pictures of C.   (the lady/antagonist/friend/ 
whatnot In Hv. Long Children;   I dislike even using her initial because 
I have invaded her privacy enough by writing about her,  but it helps 
the  ;      Ler keep enotions straight,  so that it doesn't seen, like I'm 
bein£ :-nshy for no reason) and was waiting for then to be developed. 
I photographed her just before school let out in the spring so I could- 
n't give them back to her until fall (the distance between Michigan and 
Wyoming being considerable),   When I had to xotxvrr, to school,    fflurt brings 
UP the second reason "Random" was thrown out:    too much going over old 
gro-j.: I. 
P. 63: The setting Ln »Christinas"~in the unindented stanzas, anyway- 
la :- trt parking lot in Cheyenne where I had gone to exchange a dupli- 
cate record I'd gotten as a present.     (Ho,  Virginia,  I didn't exchange 
■ ..    ■    ln   the   parking lot;   the poen happened in the parking lot. 
0<, ,-   ,    .reakl)     I saw the nan go down,  hurried over to see if I could 
help,  and when I saw his condition,  went in.ide to get assistance.    And 
was   • . ,red.     I went back out and stood there,  trying to figure out what 
to do, when the couple whose car ho'd fallen against came out of the 
atore and saw hi* and no.    the nan put his coat around the epileptic 
(S„ ' Lgnosis,   that)  and went hack inside to see if he. could get help. 
Ho did.    me two Store manager- brought out the blankets and rags men- 
•1    a+-w*d till the ambulance 
tioned in the last stanza, and, like 1 said, stay-a 
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.j'  .   .' la 
:     ;   had   bo walk by there every day on the way to .and fro.-.: class; 
no one- cleaned the body up until one day about three weeks later it 
snowed and the street cleaners scraped it up with a snowplow. 
p, 66:    "Last Days" establishes the genre of my thesis, since it is the 
last poem and it has a marriage in it.    The thesis can therefore be con- 
sidered a comedy.     Q.E.D,   (?)     In case you have trouble finding the mar- 
:.,   It's in the third Indented stanza or. p. 66.    Ky junior year room- 
.'. —already mentioned  in "Waiting"—met llano in January, married her 
i     ipril,   and moved out,   surprising him and me,  Bince he vowed he was 
going bo remain single forever when I left in December for Christmas 
break.    I didn't mind his meeting Nancy (not the same :'anc:y as in tod 
Parth   - Out,  part II), and I certainly didn't mind  '•: o getting married 
,  '■ •■.; I did mind him moving out, since his re]    icement 
- id  .  aid not get along at all,   though the   -eplacemenl  was lever    .; ce 
o^ the fact:    one does not fight with someone when one is moving oat in 
a month ai yw y. 
'.':    "her" of the poem is again C. 
